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ABSTRACT During the last few years, hardware accelerators have been gaining popularity thanks to

their ability to achieve higher performance and efficiency than classic general-purpose solutions. They are

fundamentally shaping the current generations of Systems-on-Chip (SoCs), which are becoming increasingly

heterogeneous. However, despite their widespread use, a standard, general solution to manage them while

providing speed and consistency has not yet been found. Commonmethodologies rely on OSmediation and a

mix of user-space and kernel-space drivers, which can be inefficient, especially for fine-grained tasks. This

paper addresses these sources of inefficiencies by proposing an ISA eXtension for Integrated Accelerator

Management (IXIAM), a cost-effective HW-SW framework to control a wide variety of accelerators in a

standard way, and directly from the cores. The proposed instructions include reservation, work offloading,

data transfer, and synchronization. They can be wrapped in a high-level software API or even integrated

into a compiler. IXIAM features also a user-space interrupt mechanism to signal events directly to the user

process. We implement it as a RISC-V extension in the gem5 simulator and demonstrate detailed support

for complex accelerators, as well as the ability to specify sequences of memory transfers and computations

directly from the ISA and with significantly lower overhead than driver-based schemes. IXIAM provides a

performance advantage that is more evident for small and medium workloads, reaching around 90× in the

best case. This way, we enlarge the set of workloads that would benefit from hardware acceleration.

INDEX TERMS Hardware accelerators, domain-specific architectures, parallel architectures, heterogeneous

systems, RISC-V.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today hardware accelerators are employed in a variety of

contexts that span fromwearable and embedded computing to

supercomputers and data-centers. Hwu and Patel [1] define a

hardware accelerator as “a separate architectural substructure

[. . . ] that is architected using a different set of objectives than

the base processor, where these objectives are derived from

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Thomas Canhao Xu .

the needs of a particular class of applications”.1 They are now

regarded as the primary driving force of computer architec-

ture [3], thanks to their ability to improve non-functional met-

rics such as throughput and energy efficiency. With respect to

general-purpose resources, they can take advantage of effi-

cient forms of parallelism, local/optimized memories, ad-hoc

1Some works refer to them as loosely-coupled accelerators, to distinguish

them from tightly-coupled accelerators [2]. According to the definition,
tightly-coupled accelerators are rather specialized functional units integrated
into the processor.
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datapaths, reduced fetch and decode overheads, and support

for special data-types [3], [4].

In the last years, accelerators have greatly influenced

the design of computing systems, with a profound impact

on Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) in particular [5]. These have

become increasingly heterogeneous, with various acceler-

ators integrated with the central general-purpose cores on

the same chip. Core-accelerator communication is achieved

through a dedicated Network-on-Chip (NoC) or a bus with a

standard interface such as ARM’s Advanced Microcontroller

Bus Architecture (AMBA) [6]. Usually, accelerators access

the system’s physical memory by connecting to a shared Last-

Level Cache (LLC) [7], [8] or the DRAM [9], [10], relying

on DMA techniques not to burden the CPU.

From a software perspective, functional units are usu-

ally targeted at the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) level,

but on-chip accelerators commonly require a mix of user-

space and kernel-space drivers [5]. Programmers interact with

a high-level accelerator-specific Application Programming

Interface (API) that transparently invokes functions provided

by the underlying driver layer. Drivers, in turn, may rely

on system calls that ask for the Operating System (OS)

mediation in a variety of tasks: management of accelerators’

resources, scheduling of simultaneous accesses from differ-

ent processes, data consistency maintenance across differ-

ent privilege levels, virtual-to-physical address translation –

whether as the main actor or as an accelerator assistant [11],

[12]. The presence of many layers and different privilege

levels to achieve CPU-accelerator communication can be a

source of inefficiencies and limit the set of tasks eligible for

acceleration [2], [13], [14]. In fact, the latency associatedwith

CPU-accelerator interaction is significantly longer than the

conventional core operations. This communication overhead

can be amortized only when the accelerated task has a coarse-

grain nature, as fine-grain ones would be dominated by com-

munication latency and thus their acceleration would not be

convenient.

Albeit the driver-oriented solution is the most common

to achieve CPU-accelerator interaction, it is not the only

one [5]. Some hardware accelerator proposals rely on special

instructions added to the ISA of the processor [15], [16], [17],

[18], [19], [20]. These ISA extensions, however, are always

accelerator-specific, and as a result, they cannot be scaled.

By adding new accelerators, the ISA would have to be further

extended, leading to ISA bloating that would be particularly

harmful to fixed-size instruction sets and negatively impact

both the chip area and energy consumption of the decoding

phase.

Overall, both accelerator-specific ISA extensions and user-

space/kernel-space drivers have drawbacks – summarizing,

lack of generality and low scalability in the first case, and

high latency in the second. In this paper, we present an ISA

eXtension for Integrated Accelerator Management (IXIAM),

a low-latency, high-performance, general solution to orches-

trate on-chip accelerators from CPU cores. It is based on a

general ISA extension that supports a wide variety of accel-

erators and a limited hardware infrastructure. The proposed

instructions facilitate managing accelerator reservation, work

offloading, synchronization, and data transfers with fine-

grained control of accelerator local memories. It is paired

with a user-space interrupt mechanism to signal events such

as execution completion and error occurrence from the accel-

erators directly to the user process. The supported hardware

infrastructure implements communication and some tasks

normally delegated to the OS, such as reservation. As a result,

the entire proposal can be, in principle, implemented in user

space while still guaranteeing security and isolation.

We extend and enrich our previous proposal presented

in [21]. The main differences with the previous proposal are:

a) the possibility to have fine-grained control of accelerator

local memories, b) the user-space interrupt mechanism, c) the

support of a far broader class of accelerators, since we do not

require them towork according to a fixed finite state machine.

Moreover, in this work, we discuss further aspects such as

memory coherency and data consistency.

We implement our framework in the gem5 simulator [22]

by extending the RISC-V ISA and adding all the necessary

modules to simulate the proposed hardware infrastructure.

We evaluate it performance-wise in comparison with con-

ventional driver-based interfacing, on five different simu-

lated accelerators. We show that our proposal dramatically

improves performance for small workloads (around 90×)

and medium workloads (more than 4×), surpassing in most

cases even an optimized CPU-only implementation – thus,

enlarging the set of workloads that benefit from hardware

acceleration.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• We propose IXIAM, an HW-SW framework articulated

in an ISA extension and hardware infrastructure to

manage on-chip accelerators, taking care of reservation,

work offloading, data transfers, fine-grained control of

accelerator local memories, and synchronization;

• We propose a user-space interrupt mechanism to signal

execution completion and errors directly to the user

process, with no OS mediation;

• We implement the whole proposal in the gem5 simulator

by extending RISC-V ISA and providing the necessary

hardware modules;

• We evaluate our proposal in the case of five widely-

used accelerators and compare it against a conventional

driver-based solution, showing that we improve perfor-

mance in all the cases, but mostly for small and medium

workloads;

• We show that our proposal enriches the set of workloads

that are eligible for hardware acceleration, as we achieve

better performance than a non-accelerated implemen-

tation in cases where a driver-based one would not be

convenient.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we present the proposed framework in detail, and

in Section III we analyze it critically and discuss some lim-

itations and criticalities. Then, in Section IV we evaluate

the proposal by simulating various accelerators in the gem5

simulator. Section V presents some related work. Finally,

we conclude in Section VI.

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the details of IXIAM, our proposed

general framework to implement instruction-based commu-

nication between accelerators and processors in SoCs. First,

we present the reference architectural context. Then, we dis-

cuss the hardware infrastructure that must be added to it

as part of our proposal. Finally, we present the additional

instructions that must be added to the processor ISA.

A. ARCHITECTURAL REFERENCE

In this work, we assume a heterogeneous SoC as our archi-

tectural reference. The SoC includes a general-purpose pro-

cessor with m cores and n accelerators.

With reference to the taxonomy presented in [5],

we assume these accelerators are integrated on-chip, non-

programmable, but may be reconfigurable and possibly

endowed with heterogeneous memory resources. They accel-

erate tasks in any application domain. From an architecture

point of view, they can have a register file (e.g., 32-bit, 64-bit

registers), any level of cache memories (also no caches),

and one or more addressable local memories. These can be

used to store input data to be consumed by the accelerated

task, or intermediate and output data produced during its

execution. We do not impose any constraint on the nature

of their computing engines. They have access to the phys-

ical memory of the system through a level of the memory

hierarchy. Without loss of generality, we assume that they are

connected to the LLC, which is located on the chip and shared

between cores and accelerators – which is a common choice

adopted by SoC designers [7], [8], [19], [23], [24]. They are

equipped with a DMA controller to load/store data from/to

the LLC without CPU intervention.

Cores and accelerators are connected through an intercon-

nect, which can be a simple bus or a ring-/mesh-based NoC.

We take as a reference a ring-based NoC, which is general

and is used in different kinds of conventional accelerator-

processor interconnections [25], [26]. The evaluation of dif-

ferent kinds of NoCs is beyond the scope of this paper and

is left as future work. The network allows any core to send

messages/packets to any accelerator and vice versa. We refer

to these messages as Accelerator-Core Messages (ACMs).

B. IXIAM HARDWARE INFRASTRUCTURE

IXIAM requires some hardware additions to the SoC

described above as a necessary infrastructure to allow the pro-

posed instructions to control on-chip accelerators. We iden-

tify these additions as the IXIAM Hardware Infrastructure.

FIGURE 1. Reference SoC with IXIAM Hardware Infrastructure
components highlighted in green.

Figure 1 shows the reference SoC architecture, with the addi-

tions highlighted in green.

Each accelerator must be identified by a unique id (in the

following, accId).Without loss of generality, we assume an 8-

bit id, to support up to 256 different accelerators on the same

SoC. This id must be known to the NoC in order to deliver

ACMs coming from the cores to the right target accelerator.

Accelerators must be reservable to processes running on

the cores. To achieve this, each of them must be equipped

with a FIFO reservation queue where reservation requests

from different processes must be enqueued up until the queue

is full – then, the requests are dropped. An accelerator is

considered reserved to the process whose id (procId in the

following) is at the front of the queue. We denote this process

as the owning process. We adopt a process-based reservation

scheme rather than a core-based or thread-based one for two

main reasons:

• Processes are the natural entities to take advantage of

task acceleration by offloading portions of work to ded-

icated accelerators;

• In a standard multi-core environment, a process can be

made of various threads of execution, and the OS is free

to schedule them on any core at any time according to a

policy.

Some authors prefer a thread-based reservation scheme [2].

We could also adopt this solution with no substantial modi-

fications to our proposal. However, reserving an accelerator

to a single thread of execution would force the programmer

to concentrate all the accelerator-related code in the same

thread. With a process-based reservation scheme, conversely,

the code can be structured more freely: for instance, one

thread could be used to ask for reservation in a timer-like
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FIGURE 2. Sample internal structure of an accelerator.

fashion, signaling another thread to transfer data/launch

accelerated tasks if reservation succeeds or execute non-

accelerated fallback code otherwise, etc.

We consider an accelerator busy when it is executing an

accelerated task. Each accelerator must be equipped with

a status register to summarize the accelerator’s status. Its

values are interpreted as pertaining to three possible statuses:

• “0” if the accelerator is not busy and no errors occurred;

• “1” if the accelerator is busy and no errors occurred;

• error code if an error occurred.

The owning process can read the status register through a con-

venient instruction that will be discussed in Subsection II-D.

If the status register holds an error state, it is cleared upon

read. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of an accelerator with

internal details.

In order to support a user-space interrupt mechanism,

the SoC must be augmented with an ad-hoc module to let

processes register their routines and hold information about

occurred user-space interrupts, which include, for each inter-

rupt: the process that should handle it, the accelerator where

it originated, and some parameters to detail its reason. It will

be discussed in-depth in Subsection II-E.

The last components of the IXIAM Hardware Infrastruc-

ture are the modules that allow cores and accelerators to

deliver messages through the NoC. We denote them as the

core-NoC interface and the accelerator-NoC interface. Both

have sender and receiver complementary roles, as they take

command from their attached module (core in one case,

accelerator in the other) and send/receive messages through

the NoC.

Summarizing, the IXIAM Hardware Interface includes:

• a unique identifier accId for each accelerator;

• a reservation queue for each accelerator;

• a status register for each accelerator;

• a user-space interrupt module on the SoC;

• a core-NoC interface for each core;

• an accelerator-NoC interface for each accelerator.

C. ACCELERATOR-CORE MESSAGES

Every accelerator-oriented instruction causes an ACM send-

ing from the core where it is executed to the target acceler-

ator. We call it a request ACM, as opposed to the response

ACM that may be sent back from the accelerator to the core.

The majority of instructions do not need a response ACM.

In those cases, the instructions are committed immediately

right after a request ACM has been sent. Conversely, some

instructions need a response ACM to carry a return value that

will be written in an output register, typically specified as

instruction operand. Thus, they will be committed when the

response ACM is received.

Based on this, we define synchronous and asynchronous

instructions as follows:

• Asynchronous instructions are committed immediately

after sending a request ACM;

• Synchronous instructions are committed when the

response ACM is received on the core.

Although synchronous instructions need a response ACM

reception to be committed, they do not need to stall the

pipeline till such event. For instance, in a core with out-of-

order execution, no special care is needed apart from the

ordinary Read after Write (RAW) dependency management

among instructions: since these instructions have an output

register, successive dependent instructions (i.e., having such

register as input) are blocked until the synchronous instruc-

tion is committed.

Figure 3 shows the ACMs associated to the proposed

instructions, that will be discussed in-depth in the next sub-

section. Without loss of generality, we adopt a sample format

organized in indexed 64-bit packets.

Every ACM contains the parameters needed by the NoC

and the accelerator to execute the intended operations. The

first byte, Inst, identifies the executed instruction, and the

others are usually provided as instruction operands. coreId

and procId make an exception.

coreId is present only in CHECK, ISBUSY, and TRS,

which are the only synchronous instructions in our proposal.

It identifies the id of the core where the instruction has been

executed. This is necessary because, this way, the accelerator

can enrich the response ACM with the same coreId it

received in the request, so the NoC can deliver it to the right

core, the output register can be written and the instruction can

be committed.

procId is necessary to identify the process that want

to communicate with the accelerator. procId is used to

reserve the accelerator to the calling process, and to check

the legitimacy of subsequent requests, e.g., data transfers

and operation execution, that should be granted only to the
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FIGURE 3. Possible request ACMs generated by different instructions, organized in 64-bit packets.

owning process. Since this value determines uniquely what

can be done (or not) with an accelerator, it cannot be a

user-provided parameter for security reasons. A malevolent

process could easily disguise itself as another one by simply

using another procId value. For this reason, this value is

read automatically by the IXIAM Hardware Infrastructure

from the Control and Status Registers (CSRs). An example of

process identifier that would work in our proposal could be

the pointer to the page table, which uniquely identifies each

process.

The target accelerator is always determined with a user-

provided accId parameter, which is needed by all the

instructions and is present in all the related request ACMs.

In this example, 8 bits are dedicated to it, so 256 different

accelerators are supported. The NoC reads it to deliver the

ACM to the right accelerator, and generates an exception

like “Illegal Instruction” if this does not correspond to any

accelerator in the SoC.

The remaining parameters will be discussed in the next

subsection as operands of the proposed instructions.

D. ISA EXTENSION

In the following, we present our accelerator-oriented ISA

extension. In principle, it could be implemented as an exten-

sion to any existing ISA, as it is independent on existing

instructions. In this work, we design it as a RISC-V extension.

More precisely, we extend the RISC-V RV64I instruction

set with Zicsr instructions [27], and implement our instruc-

tions using the R-type format. All the operands are register

operands: they indicate the register in which the needed

TABLE 1. Details of the proposed instructions. CPU-reg operands are
read from a conventional CPU register (e.g., t0). CSR operands are read
from Control and Status Registers.

value is stored. Our instructions have the minimum privilege

level, so they can be executed by user-space code. Table 1

summarizes them.

1) RESERVE INSTRUCTION

Conventionally, accelerator-processor communication in

SoCs needs to start with some handshaking protocol between

the two entities involved. For instance, the processor could

ask if the requested accelerator is ready to work or not. If so,

it could reserve the accelerator and offload work to it until it

is done. Then, it can release it.
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In this work, we adopt this scheme on a per-process

basis, allowing the process to reserve the accelerator for

itself and offload work to it from any thread of execution,

independently of the core where it is scheduled. We pro-

pose the RESERVE instruction to achieve this, with format

RESERVE <accId>.

RESERVE execution generates an ACM containing

accId, which is the only operand of the instruction, and

procId, which is provided by the IXIAM Hardware Infras-

tructure as specified. The instruction is asynchronous: it is

committed immediately, and the ACM is sent through the

NoC to the target accelerator identified by accId.

As discussed in Subsection II-B, if the accelerator is free,

the received procId is enqueued and the calling process

becomes the owning process. Conversely, if the queue is

not empty neither full and procId has not been previously

enqueued, it is enqueued to wait for its turn to own the

accelerator. Finally, if the queue is full the reservation request

is just dropped. Listing 1 shows the RESERVE algorithm.

This way, the accelerator reservation is compatible with a

multi-process environment, which is the most common use

case nowadays. However, the choice of having a reservation

queue in hardware permits implementing the whole logic in

a secure manner without asking for OS intervention, which is

beneficial from a latency point of view.

Algorithm 1 Micro-Operations of RESERVE

Instruction

RESERVE(accId, procId);

acc = accelerators[accId];

if acc.reservationQueue.empty() then

acc.reservationQueue.enqueue(procId);

acc.status = RESERVED;

else if not acc.reservationqueue.full() then

acc.reservationQueue.enqueue(procId);

else

/* NOP */

end

2) CHECK INSTRUCTION

As discussed, RESERVE instruction is asynchronous and no

feedback is sent back to the user. In order to query the accel-

erator about the reservation outcome, we provide the CHECK

instruction, with format CHECK <accId> <ret>.

Same as RESERVE, also CHECK causes an ACM sending

where accId is used to select the target accelerator and

procId is added by the IXIAM Hardware Infrastructure to

identify the calling process. Moreover, coreId is added to

the request to identify the core and send back the response

ACM.

The accelerator that receives the CHECK ACM accesses

the reservation queue and checks whether it contains

procId or not. Depending on this check, the outcome

can be threefold: a) it can be 0 (MISSING), if procId is

not contained in the queue; b) it can be 1 (ENQUEUED),

if procId is in the queue but it is not at its head; and c)

it can be 2 (RESERVED), if procId is found at the head of

the queue.

The outcome is written into a response ACM together with

coreId and sent through theNoC.When it is received by the

core identified by coreId, it is written in the ret register

so it can be read by the program logic.

In Subsection II-E, we discuss user-space interrupts and the

possibility to employ that mechanism to avoid synchronous

instructions altogether. Listing 2 summarizes the CHECK

algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Micro-Operations of CHECK Instruc-

tion

CHECK(accId, procId, ret);

acc = accelerators[accId];

if not acc.reservationQueue.contains(procId) then

ret = 0; /* MISSING */

else if acc.reservationqueue.head() ̸= procId then

ret = 1; /* ENQUEUED */

else

ret = 2; /* RESERVED */

end

3) TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS

Accelerators can have various memory resources: a regis-

ter file, cache memories, and one or more local memo-

ries. These can serve different purposes and be optimized

for different tasks. NVIDIA GPUs’ local memories are an

example of such variability: shared memory is optimized for

coalesced accesses from neighbor CUDA threads, constant

memory is optimized to broadcast the same value to numerous

threads, and texture memory is optimized for spatially local

accesses [28], [29].

Local memories can be further grouped into non-

addressable and addressable memories. While the former

are managed by the accelerator transparently, e.g., to store

intermediate results, the latter can be explicitly managed by

the programmer. We propose five instructions to load data

from/store data into addressable local memories or registers

in a register file.

The operands of these instructions can refer to local mem-

ory locations or accelerator register files. To implement

them, we adopt the IXIAM Location Format, exemplified

in Figure 4. Bit 40 specifies whether a location indicates

an address in local memory (0) or a register 1. Bits 61-63

indicate the local memory number in the accelerator: since

there can be multiple local memories in each accelerator,

we dedicate 3 bits to specify the one referred by the memory

location – thus, we support 8 possible local memories for each

accelerator. If bit 40 is set, this field is meaningless and is

just ignored. Finally, bits 0-39 indicate the address in local

memory, if bit 40 is 0, or the register number, if bit 40 is 1.
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FIGURE 4. IXIAM Location Format. Bits 0-39 are dedicated to the location,
which can be a memory address or a register number, depending on bit
40. Bits 61-63 indicate the local memory number in the accelerator.

Thus, we admit local memories with up to 240 bytes (1 TiB)

or, equivalently, register files with 240 registers.

All the transfer instructions have four operands. Since the

RISC-V ISA is limited to 3 operands, we choose to pass the

fourth in a convenience register - e.g., t0.

All the transfer instructions generate a request ACM that

contains a procId value read by the IXIAM Hardware

Infrastructure to identify the calling process. Its role, in this

case, is to let the target accelerator establish whether the

transfer operation can be performed or not: the operation is

performed only if the accelerator is reserved to the process

identified by procId, and the request is ignored otherwise.

a: TGL, TGS

Transfer Global Load (TGL) is used to load data from the

main memory into a location in the accelerator, and Transfer

Global Store (TGS) stores data from a location in the acceler-

ator into themainmemory. Thus, load and store are expressed

from the accelerator point of view.

Their formats are: TGL <size, src_cpu, dest_

acc, accId> and TGS <size, src_acc, dest_

cpu, accId>. accId, the fourth operand, is read by a

convenience CPU register.

size indicates the data size in bytes to load/store.

dest_acc in TGL and src_acc in TGS are locations on

the accelerator (local memory address or register) expressed

in the IXIAM Location Format described above. Finally,

src_cpu in TGL and dest_cpu in TGS are pointers to

locations in the main memory.

In this proposal, we suppose the virtual-to-physical address

translation is performed CPU-side. The programmer speci-

fies a virtual address in src_cpu or dest_cpu operands,

which is translated into a physical address phys_addr. This

is put in the request ACM that is sent to the accelerator,

so it can load/store data from/to phys_addr with DMA

techniques.

It is possible that the address range involved (i.e., [phys_

addr, phys_addr+ size)) spans more than one physical

memory page. If that is the case, a single TGL/TGS instruc-

tion generates multiple ACMs, each with a physical address

and a partial size that refers to a piece of the buffer located in

the same memory page.

At this point, a page fault can occur on the accelerator if the

accessed physical page has been swapped out. In this case,

the accelerator can send an interrupt to the OS that would be

served by loading the page and letting the accelerator retry the

memory transfer. In general, pinning the memory involved in

transfers is sufficient to avoid page faults.

b: TL

The Transfer Local (TL) instruction is used to move data

between different locations on the accelerator. Its format isTL

<size, src_acc, dest_acc, accId>, with both

src_acc and dest_acc expressed in the IXIAMLocation

Format. What said about size and accId operands in

TGL/TGS description applies also here. In this case, nomem-

ory translation is involved, since both locations are on the

accelerator.

c: TRL, TRS

Transfer Register-wise Load (TRL) and Transfer Register-

wise Store (TRS) are two convenient instructions to load/store

data into/from the accelerator without accessing the main

memory. The source in TRL and the destination in TRS

are CPU registers. TRL reads a value from a CPU register

and loads it into an accelerator location, while TRS reads a

value from an accelerator location and stores it into a CPU

register. Since TRS has an output register, it is a synchronous

instruction – as such, it is committed when a response ACM

is received. Thus, coreId is added to its request ACM with

the usual role.

The instruction formats are TRL <size, src_reg_

cpu, dest_acc, accId> and TRS <size, src_

acc, accId> <ret>. dest_acc and src_acc are

locations expressed in the IXIAM Location Format. Also in

this case, accId is read from a convenience register in both

TRL and TRS.

4) EXEC INSTRUCTION

The EXEC instruction permits executing an operation on the

accelerator. It is intended to trigger the actual computation on

the accelerator, usually manipulating data previously stored

in registers and local memories.

The EXEC format isEXEC <accId, opId>. As usual,

accId indicates the target accelerator. Since an accelerator

can be capable of performing various operations, we dedicate

the opId parameter to specify the operation to perform.

As shown in the EXEC request ACM in Figure 3, 32 bits

are dedicated to this value – so 232 possible operations can

be performed. This does not limit the number of possible

operations: real accelerators can take advantage of registers

to let programmers specify operation parameters (e.g., start

address in local memory, size, operation mode, etc.) and use

opId as a coarse-grained operation identifier. In principle,

all the parameters needed could be written in registers and

opId remain unused. We will discuss some possibilities in

Section IV.

The EXEC instruction causes a request ACM to be sent

with procId parameter with the usual meaning. Same as the

transfer instructions, it is used by the accelerator to check if

the request is legitimate or not. If it is, the accelerator sets
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the status register to “busy” 1 and the intended operation

can start execution. Since the operation can last for several

clock cycles, EXEC has been designed as an asynchronous

instruction: it is committed immediately, and the process can

continue executing different instructions without waiting for

operation completion. In principle, its thread of execution

could even be de-scheduled by the OS while the accelerator

completes its task.

When the operation completes, the accelerator updates the

status register with “non-busy” (0) or an error code if the

execution was not successful.

5) ISBUSY INSTRUCTION

The ISBUSY instruction is used to query the status of the

accelerator, which is stored in the status register. Its format

is: ISBUSY <accId> <ret>.

As usual, accId denotes the target accelerator. ret

denotes the register where the return value, which is read from

a response ACM, is written. As explained in Subsection II-B,

the possible values are 0 if the accelerator is not busy, 1 if

it is busy, or an error code. The error code informs of the

failure of a previous transfer or EXEC instruction, which are

the only ones that can fail accelerator-side.2 If that is the case,

the status register is cleared and set to 0.

Since ISBUSY is a synchronous instruction, its request

ACM contains coreId as well as procId. In principle, the

accelerator status could be communicated also to processes

that do not own it. However, revealing this information could

constitute a security risk, as amalevolent process could gather

information about the accelerator usage of another process.

For this reason, the procId value is checked and, if it does

not correspond to the owning process, an error is written in the

ret register or a default value (whether 0 or 1) independently

of the actual accelerator status.

6) RELEASE INSTRUCTION

Finally, the RELEASE instruction is intended to release the

accelerator when the owning process finishes using it. Its

format is: RELEASE <accId>, with accId denoting the

target accelerator as usual.

The instruction execution causes a request ACM sending

containing the procId of the calling process. When the

instruction is received, it is eliminated from the reservation

queue of the accelerator. If the calling process’ procId

occupies the head of the queue, the accelerator is assigned

to the next procId in the queue or is set idle if the queue is

empty.

E. IXIAM USER-SPACE INTERRUPT MECHANISM

In this subsection, we discuss our proposal for a user-space

interrupt mechanism. Before presenting its details, we briefly

examine instruction synchronicity.

2All instructions can fail before being delivered if accId does not refer
to any existing accelerator.

1) INSTRUCTION SYNCHRONICITY

Among the proposed instructions, summarized in Table 1,

only CHECK, TRS, and ISBUSY are synchronous. These

need a return value from the accelerator, which they read from

a response ACM and write it into an output register in the

calling process.

For CHECK and ISBUSY instructions, the accelerator

should immediately manage the request and send a value

independently of its activity: even if it is busy executing a

long operation, CHECK and ISBUSY requests should not

be enqueued and should be managed immediately. This way,

their latency would be known upfront and would amount to

roughly the NoC round-trip time.

Conversely, the TRS case may be more critical, as the

accelerator could be occupied in a long transfer operation

that may involve the target local memory, and thus it could

be forced to enqueue the transfer demanded by the TRS

request and perform it later. So, the latency associated to a

TRS instruction cannot be known in advance, and the core

executing it could remain stalled for many clock cycles in the

presence of RAW dependencies.

Another instruction that, in principle, could be designed

as synchronous is EXEC, with the calling process waiting

for the execution completion and getting a return value that

informs it of the execution outcome. However, the execution

of an operation on the accelerator can take up to thousands or

even millions clock cycles, depending on the accelerator, and

the possibility that a RAWdependency could stall the core for

so much time makes this solution unfeasible: it could cause

a huge performance degradation and would even have an

impact on the whole system, since the OS could not dispose

of the stalled core – e.g., to schedule other processes’ threads

of execution. Hence, the core should be able to continue its

normal operation after delivering the EXEC instruction to

the accelerator and should work in parallel with accelerator

computations. For this reason, we keep EXEC asynchronous

and rely on the ISBUSY synchronous instruction, that has

a predictable and short latency, to allow the programmer to

query the execution state. The intended use of ISBUSY is thus

as part of a pollingmechanism: after executing an EXEC, the

process keeps calling ISBUSY in loop until it returns 0 or an

error code, sleeping for a custom time interval or doing other

work in-between loop iterations. In both cases, the process

keeps a core busy-waiting.

2) IXIAM INTERRUPT MODULE

In all the aforementioned scenarios, an interrupt-based solu-

tion could prove beneficial. Synchronous instructions could

bemade asynchronous by eliminating the output registers and

committing the instructions immediately upon sending their

associated request ACM; the return value could be retrieved

in the management of an interrupt originated on the acceler-

ator. EXEC completion could be communicated through an

interrupt as well, freeing the calling process from depending

on multiple ISBUSY invocations.
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Although it is possible to utilize the inherent interrupt han-

dling mechanism in the core, its significant overhead asso-

ciated with context switching and Interrupt Service Routine

(ISR) invocation motivate us to propose a new lightweight

interrupt mechanism. It could be used to make synchronous

instructions asynchronous and also to inform the process

of execution completion. In line with our ISA extension,

we design the IXIAMUser-space InterruptMechanism to live

mostly in user-space.

As anticipated in Subsection II-B, the IXIAM User-space

Interrupt Mechanism requires an ad-hoc module on the SoC

– in the following, the IXIAM User-space Interrupt Module.

This module is necessary to gather interrupt messages from

the accelerators, keep information, and deliver messages to

the cores. The whole mechanism is synthetically depicted in

Figure 5 and explained in the following.

In order to handle user-space interrupts, each process

should select a function that acts as a User-space Inter-

rupt Service Routine (UISR). To achieve this, we propose

the Register User-space Interrupt Service Routine (RUISR)

instruction, with the following format: RUISR <accId,

func_addr>, where func_addr indicates the address

of the UISR, and accId specifies the accelerator whose

interrupts should be handled by that routine. Without loss of

generality, a possible UISR C signature is the following:

Where the only parameter is a pointer to a C struct con-

taining the interrupt parameters, such as the accId where

the interrupt originates, an enum to indicate the interrupt

reason, and other possibly useful values to handle it. RUISR

execution stores the UISR address in a convenient location

of the program memory (e.g., in the Process Control Block),

so it can be retrieved and invoked when a user-space interrupt

occurs. It is sufficient that a process executes RUISR once for

each accelerator it intends to use.

When an interrupt occurs on an accelerator, this sends a

User-space Interrupt Message (UIM) to the IXIAM User-

space Interrupt Module. The module stores the interrupt

information into a private table that can be indexed per

accId, since at most one process at once can own an

accelerator – a fixed size of 256 entries would be sufficient

in our proposed implementation. This information includes

the aforementioned interrupt parameters, the procId of the

owning process, and a coreId. The latter refers to the

core that sent the request ACM carrying the command that

originated this accelerator-side interrupt. As we specified, the

interrupts can be associated to make synchronous instructions

asynchronous or inform the core of the execution completion

event. In the first case, the request ACMs already include the

id of the originating core, as shown in Figure 3. In the second,

it must be added to the EXEC request ACM for this purpose.

Then, the IXIAM User-space Interrupt Module sends the

UIM to the core identified by coreId and erases its entry.

At this point, that coremay be executing a thread associated to

procId (it was the case when the request ACM was sent),

or not. In the first case, the core will handle the user-space

interrupt by jumping into the stored UISR like a classic user-

space function, adopting the same calling conventions dic-

tated by the ISA. If the second case occurs, different policies

can be adopted: the user-space interrupt could be elevated to

a classic interrupt that the OS would be responsible to serve

(or discard it if the owning process died), also accessing the

owning process’ UISR; conversely, it could be enqueued and

served later.

III. DISCUSSION

In this Section, we do an in-depth discussion of some aspects

that affect our proposal at various levels, as well as we intro-

duce possible development and implementation variations of

the proposed scheme.

A. MEMORY COHERENCY

In the proposed configuration, accelerators and processor’s

cores share thememory space, as they have access to the same

physical memory through the on-chip LLC. Through TGL

and TGS instructions, they load data buffers from the main

memory and store data buffers into it, respectively. Since

these buffers are located in a memory space shared with the

cores, data coherence issues may arise: a datum write from

the accelerator, issued with a TGS, would update the value in

the LLC (and DRAM, if LLC is a write-through cache), but

an older copy could be cached also in the lower levels of one

or more cores’ cache hierarchy – L1 and L2. If no coherence

mechanism is enforced, a subsequent read performed by such

a core of its local copy in the L1would read an outdated value.

The opposite is true, as a core could modify a local datum and

the updated value would not be read by a subsequent TGL,

unless both L1 and L2 caches adopt write-through policies or

some coherence mechanism is enforced.

Core-accelerator coherence is an issue that needs to be

addressed in order to have correct programs. According to

state-of-the-art, accelerator coherence (or lack of) in SoCs

can be addressed in four different ways [24], [30]:

• Non-Coherent;

• LLC-Coherent;

• I/O-Coherent;

• Fully-Coherent.

Non-Coherent Accelerators access directly the DRAM

through DMA bypassing the cores’ cache hierarchy.

In order to get coherent data, the processor caches must

be flushed upon accelerator access, so to store updated

values in the main memory. This protocol is affordable

if large DMA bursts are supported, if few accelerators

are connected to the system and each of them executes

long operations – i.e., at least 1× or 2× DRAM access

time. In order to use this protocol, data read/written by

the accelerator must be locked.

LLC-Coherent Accelerator’s memory requests are sent

directly to the LLC. The accelerator is kept coherent

with the LLC, but not with the private caches of the
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FIGURE 5. The IXIAM User-space Mechanism.

processor cores, which must be flushed before accel-

erator’s reads and invalidated after accelerator’s writes.

This model is efficient only if the LLC has high hit rates.

I/O-Coherent Similar to the LLC-coherent accelerator,

since accelerator requests are sent directly to the LLC

also in this case. The main difference is that the cache

hierarchy itself maintains full hardware coherence, and

the LLC is responsible for invalidating or recalling data

in the lower-level caches.

Fully-Coherent Accelerators are included in the coher-

ence protocol of the processor cores, usually MESI or

MOESI. This is a common choice for accelerators that

have their own private caches. This protocol permits

achieving data coherence transparently, but can be harm-

ful for the system performance if the accelerator has

frequent memory accesses, since it would block the bus

to the cores most of the time.

In the state-of-the-art, each of these protocols are used

based on the requirements and system design. Often, coher-

ence choices are done based on the nature of the accelerator.

For instance, the coherence protocol used by GPUs is entirely

software-based, with this usually assuming race-free data

accesses, regular data storage, and coarse-grained synchro-

nizations [31]. Cache invalidations and flushes are performed

at synchronization points. An alternative is DeNovo [31],

which does not require writer-initiated invalidation, because

it assumes property of written data. Conversely, readers are

responsible for invalidations and are tracked by the hardware.

Putting it all together, although our proposed instructions

are compatible with any coherence protocol, in this work we

assume LLC-coherent accelerators. From the architectural

point of view, as shown in Figure 1, all the accelerators are

connected to the LLC. Before a TGL instructions that would

load data into the accelerator, private L1 and L2 caches of

the cores must be flushed in order to update data values at

least in the LLC. If supported by the architecture, the best

option would be to flush only the dirty cache lines involved.

Before a TGS instruction that would store data from the

accelerator into the LLC, all private copies in L1 and L2

caches must be invalidated. Again, if supported, the best

option would be to invalidate only the relevant lines – i.e., do

a selective invalidation. This means that, in the LLC-coherent

case, our instructions should be integrated with proper signals

addressing the caches. It could be done by invoking cache-

oriented instructions before ours, if provided by the ISA, or by

sending the proper signals during TGL and TGS execution.

B. DATA CONSISTENCY

Another problem that may arise from different processing

elements (i.e., cores and accelerators) loading data from /

storing data to a shared memory space in parallel is the

difficulty to maintain data consistency. This issue is relevant

in our proposed framework.

To illustrate it in the context of our proposal, let’s consider

Listing 3. The registers in the example hold the following val-

ues: t0 holds an accelerator id accId, t1 holds a pointer to

themainmemorycpu_ptr,t2 holds a location in the accel-

erator’s local memory expressed in IXIAM Location Format

acc_ptr, t3 holds a buffer size in bytes size, and t4

can hold any value. Therefore, the first instruction instructs

the accelerator to store size bytes of data from the loca-

tion acc_ptr to the main memory, at address cpu_ptr.

The following instruction loads 64-bit from cpu_ptr into

the register t4. So, it is a classic Read-After-Write (RAW)

dependency: the LD instruction loads a value from a memory

location that should have been just written by the previous

TGS instruction – thus, it should read an updated value.

Algorithm 3 Sample Code Causing Memory Con-

tention

/* t0=accId, t1=cpu_ptr,

t2=acc_ptr, t3=size, t4=any */

TGS t3, t2, t1;

LD t4, 0(t1);

TGS, as previously specified, is committed immediately

on the core side as soon as the request ACM is sent. It is

possible that, while the following load instruction LD enters

the pipeline stages to be fetched, decoded, and executed, the

data transfer is not complete, or did not even start if the

request ACMhas not reached the accelerator yet. Evenworse,

in principle, if the processor implementsOut-of-Order (OoO)

execution, the LD instructionmay be executed even before the
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TGS instruction. In both cases, it is possible that LD reads

an outdated value and the correctness of the program is not

guaranteed.

This is a very well-known and studied problem. Various

solutions have been proposed during the years to address it,

since its emergence that dates back to the diffusion of multi-

tasking execution [32], [33].

Commonly, the processes use semaphores to access shared

memory in a mutually exclusive manner [34]. They disallow

shared data swapping and allow the OS kernel to avoid the

internal page locking code. In this regard, some levels of

concurrency control is applied to maintain data integrity in

the shared memory.

Atomic Read-Modify-Write (RMW) instructions used in

different ISAs, e.g., x86, IBM Power, ARMv8, and RISC-V

are another solution to synchronize operations [35]. They

are used either directly by programmers or OS libraries

to provide higher-abstraction synchronization mechanisms.

Locks, barriers, and other constructs are utilized to estab-

lish mutual exclusion among threads of parallel applica-

tions in those synchronization mechanisms [36]. The atomic

RMWs in current Intel x86 processors serialize all out-

standing load and store operations, and block subsequent

memory operations until their commit [37]. Through the

use of memory fences, i.e., fetch-and-increment, test-and-

set, and compare-and-swap, this serialization can be easily

implemented [38], [39].

Another way to guarantee consistency is Load Linked/-

Store Conditional (LL/SC) pairs [40]. LL/SC are pairs of

instructions that can be used to implement, in software, the

same atomic operations as RMWs. Unlike the latter, how-

ever, LL and SC are distinct instructions, usually used to

surround another operation. Thus, the whole primitive can be

interrupted, e.g., by a context switch in-between. Moreover,

an LL/SC pair will fail due to relevant external events such as

coherence invalidations and cache evictions [35].

Another option arememory arbitrationmechanisms, which

have been proposed to decrease the impact of memory con-

tention in contexts withmultiple cores [32], [41]. This arbitra-

tion mechanism have been presented by the PREM execution

model [42], [43], BWLOCK [44], and MEMGUARD [45].

In the rather common case of a CPU paired with an

integrated GPU, both computing elements have access to

the same physical memory – so, a reliable synchronization

and memory consistency support is needed [31]. Two main

memory consistency models widely used in GPUs are Data-

Race-Free (DRF) [31], [46] and Heterogeneous-Race-Free

(HRF) [47]. Common implementations of DRF and HRF

enforce a program order requirement. DRF ensures sequen-

tial consistency to datarace-free programs, while HRF is

defined similarly to DRF to handle scoped (i.e., a hardware-

inspired mechanism that exposes the memory hierarchy to

the programmer) synchronization problem of DFR. Each

synchronization access has a scope attribute in the pro-

posed HRF [31], [48]. Although HRF is a very well-defined

model, it cannot hide the inherent complexity of using

scopes.

The CUDA programming language for NVIDIA GPUs

defines two memory fences, __threadfence and

__threadfence_block, to enforce consistency between

loads and stores [29], [49]. VectorPU expands CUDA with

C++ functions that act as access specifiers for buffers [50].

This protocol realizes automatic creation of on-demand

copies of to-be accessed elements in device memory, with

all the copies kept coherent and data transfers performed only

when needed. GlobalMemory for Accelerators (GMAC) [51]

expands CUDA as well with device-independent alloca-

tion/deallocation primitives that enforce coherence.

Some works are based on data-containers, sometimes also

referred to as smart containers: objects to perform coher-

ent software caching of accessed elements in the different

memory spaces [52], [53]. Therefore, they can be reused in

order to avoid unnecessary data transfers, which are usually

transferred lazily when needed.

As manually managing data to ensure programmers to

have a consistent program state between the CPU and GPU

memories is tedious and error-prone, some semi-automatic

techniques have been proposed. These techniques are usually

annotation-based, with programmers specifying the access

modes of buffers in memory [52].

There are also completely automatic solutions to man-

age data and optimize communication. Some examples are

Inspector-Executor (IE) [54], CPU-GPU Communication

Management (CGCM) [55], and DyManD, an automatic sys-

tem to manage complex and recursive data-structures without

static analyses [56].

In general, relying on an explicit use of ad-hoc fences is the

most straightforward solution to address consistency issues.

In its most basic version, it puts the burden on the applica-

tion programmer, but it could be easily wrapped in library

constructs or be integrated in (semi-)automatic techniques.

In this work, we define our fence and show how to use it

explicitly. We leave an in-depth analysis of alternative, more

sophisticated techniques to future work.

We propose an ad-hoc fence instruction: Accelerator

FENCE (AFENCE). We take inspiration from the simple

RISC-V FENCE instruction, which blocks all the subsequent

loads and stores. Its format is AFENCE <accId>, where

accId identifies the target accelerator. Also in this case,

procId is added to the associated request ACM with the

usual role: to check if the process executing the instruction

is the same as the owning process, so to ignore the request if

that is not the case.

The AFENCE instruction should be selectively inserted

in the code flow to enforce consistency. It should be placed

between a read instruction and a write instruction involving

overlapping memory locations. Listing 4 shows the three

RAW hazards solved by using AFENCE this way, with the

first one being the example from Listing 3 corrected with the

fence.
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Algorithm 4 Three Possible Core-Accelerator RAW

Hazards Solved With AFENCE Instruction

/* t0=accId, t1=cpu_ptr,

t2=acc_ptr, t3=size, t4=dummy */

/* acc−>core */

TGS t3, t2, t1;

AFENCE t0;

LD t4, 0(t1);

/* core−>acc */

SD t4, 0(t1);

AFENCE t0;

TGL t3, t1, t2;

/* acc−>acc */

TGS t3, t2, t1;

AFENCE t0;

TGL t3, t1, t2;

We implement AFENCE as a synchronous instruction.

It drains the Load-Store Queue (LSQ), and prevents any

subsequent load or store instruction from surpassing it,

being it core-oriented (e.g., LD, SD) or accelerator-oriented

(e.g., TGS, TGL). It causes a request ACM to be sent to

the accelerator and instruct it to do the same with its flying

loads and stores: wait for their completion and prevent any

subsequentmemory operation to surpass theAFENCE.When

these are complete, the accelerator sends the response ACM

to the core to instruct it to commit the AFENCE and proceed.

Should the accelerator be controlled by a single in-order

instruction queue, the implementation of its logic would be

trivial. It would be sufficient that the response ACM is sent

when the AFENCE is popped from the head of the instruction

queue. Moreover, in that case, the third RAW issue depicted

in Listing 4 would not need any fences and would be solved

by design.

C. WATCHDOG

It is possible that a process does not release the accelerator

after the demanded job is completed. This can happen for

various reasons: a code bug, malicious behaviour, the process

died before executing the release instruction, etc. To prevent

this scenario, we design a hardwarewatchdogmechanism that

keeps track of the accelerator utilization.

The watchdog lays in the accelerator interface logic cir-

cuitry and interacts with it: when an accelerator completes

an EXEC operation, the watchdog’s stopwatch starts. If a

RELEASE request is not received after a configurable num-

ber of clock cycles, the watchdog releases the accelera-

tor automatically. The same mechanism can be applied for

any request sent to the accelerator that is not followed,

within a reasonable and configurable time-span, by a request

that would come in a normal utilization flow. An exam-

ple is a RELEASE that would normally be followed by a

CHECK.

D. OS-BASED ARBITRATION

Our instruction extension is designed so all instructions can

be executed from user-space, with the minimum privilege

level. Tasks that would normally require higher privilege lev-

els (e.g., reservation management), usually delegated to the

OS, are implemented in hardware. This way, we are reducing

the latency associated to many operations, as we will show in

the next section.

These functionalities implemented in hardware, despite

taking advantage of a reduced latency, necessarily require a

higher chip area to host the transistors to implement them.

Moreover, the flexibility that can be adopted in a hardware-

based solution is generally significantly lower than that

achievable in software.

Focusing on reservation queues and their management

logic, the hardware reservation mechanism allows users to

leverage accelerators with no OS intervention, pushing their

requests in hardware queues that will extract them with a

FIFO policy. Although this solution could be sufficient for

various real use cases, it could be too limiting for others.

For instance, in heavily virtualized environments, a finer

grain distinction between what users (and their processes)

can do or cannot do would certainly be needed. Configurable

access policies based on subscription options could be needed

as well, even preventing some accelerators from user-space

programs altogether. Thus, a more strict control from the OS,

despite not being the solution with the lowest latency, may be

needed.

We could achieve this by elevating RESERVE and

RELEASE instructions at kernel privilege level. This way,

user processes would rely on apposite system calls to ask

for an accelerator reservation/release, and the system call

execution in kernel-space would implement custom logic

to allow/prevent reservation/release and execute the high-

privilege RESERVE/RELEASE instructions as part of its

code.

Apart from allowing a finer-grained access control, this

solution would simplify the management of other relevant

scenarios. First, watchdog logic could be delegated to the

OS, that could force release of inactive processes, or even

monitor (and limit) the accelerator usage after a configurable

time interval. Any scheduling policy could be implemented

by the OS – e.g., round robin or priority-based schedul-

ing. In the round robin case, the preemption implementation

would require the OS to release the accelerator from the own-

ing process, reserve it for itself, save its state to convenient

locations, restore the state of the next process (if present),

release the accelerator, and reserve it for the newly-scheduled

process. The backed-up state would be restored the next

time the preempted process is scheduled. This is doable by

adding to the high-privilege instructions an explicit procId

operand, which is a safe choice because it would be limited

to kernel-space code.

One of the advantages of relying on user-space instructions

is that the code would work also in virtual environments
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TABLE 2. System configuration details.

with no substantial modifications. Elevating RESERVE

and RELEASE privilege level would not change the

virtualization-friendliness of the proposal, as it would require

only a proper extension of the hypervisor to take care of the

system calls associated to them. This hypervisor modification

would allow an implementation of the subscription policies

mentioned above, and would be possible with a limited effort

from kernel programmers.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to assess the value of our proposed interfacing for

a variety of accelerators, we implement five different accel-

erators that meet the constraints expressed in Section II and

pertain to different domains:

MatMul accelerates matrix-matrix multiplication;

Crypto accelerates data encryption/decryption;

DisparityMap accelerates disparity map calculation;

FFT accelerates Fast Fourier Transform;

CNN accelerates Convolutional Neural Network computa-

tion.

Wemodel them as part of a simulated SoC in the gem5 sim-

ulator v21.2.1 [22]. The SoC includes a quad-core RISC-V

processor, three levels of on-chip caches, and a dedicated

NoC to connect the cores to the accelerators. We enrich the

SoC with the additions dictated by the IXIAM Hardware

Infrastructure, the IXIAM User-space Interrupt Module, and

all the logic necessary to execute the proposed instructions

and the user-space interrupt mechanism. The accelerators are

connected to the L3 cache to access the main memory. The

details of the system configuration are depicted in Table 2.

For each accelerator, we implement a benchmark in which

the accelerator performs one offloaded operation. We execute

each benchmark with two different interfacing and compare

the obtained performance. In one case, we adopt our proposal,

in the other, we use a conventional driver-based solution.

A. SIMULATED ACCELERATORS

We select five accelerators from different domains and with

different characteristics, so to show the flexibility of our

approach in terms of the variety of accelerators supported.

Table 3 lists the CPU-side and accelerator-side latencies

associated to the fetch and decode of each instruction. Accel-

erators receive these commands in request ACMs together

with their parameters, through the interconnect. The latencies

TABLE 3. Latencies associated to the proposed instructions. LCPU is the
number of CPU cycles needed to fetch and decode instructions on the
CPU. Lacc is the number of accelerator cycles needed to fetch and decode
commands on the accelerator.

in the table are expressed with respect to their clock cycles

and are the same for all the simulated accelerators.

1) MatMul

We design a Matrix Multiplication accelerator, MatMul in

this paper, that calculates the matrix C ∈ R
M×P as the

product of matrices A ∈ R
M×N and B ∈ R

N×P, according

to Eq. 1.

Cij =

N
∑

k=1

Aik · Bkj for i = 1, . . . ,M; j = 1, . . . ,P (1)

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the MatMul accel-

erator. Each element is represented as an IEEE-754 single

precision floating-point value. It has three local memories to

hold the three matrices: LM0, LM1, and LM2 for matrices

A, B, and C , respectively. Its register file has three 32-bit

registers to hold matrix dimensionsM , N , and P.

The accelerator performs the matrix-matrix multiplication

by multiplying fixed-side tiles together. Its computing core

is a matrix of Processing Elements (PEs), each one capable

of performing one tile-tile multiplication and one tile-tile

addition. An internal controller fetches tiles from the input

matrices, multiply them together, and stores the resulting tile

into LM2 until all the output matrix has been covered.

We assume each PE is equivalent to an NVIDIA Tensor

Core, and can perform amultiplication between two 4×4 tiles

in one clock cycle [57]. Analyzing the die-shot of an NVIDIA

TU102 chip [58], considering it features 72 Streaming Mul-

tiprocessors (SMs), each with 8 Tensor Cores [28], and con-

sidering the whole die area is 754 mm2 [59], we calculate

that each SM occupies around 1.98 mm2 (0.263% of the total

area), and thus each Tensor Core occupies at most 0.25 mm2.

We assume PEs in our MatMul accelerator have this size.

We design an accelerator with a 7 mm2 die area, similar to

a Kirin 990 5G NPU [60]. It has three 1 MiB local memories,

that take 0.46 mm2 with a 12 nm technology node (i.e., the

same as the Tensor Core), as we estimate with CACTI [61].

This way, the MatMul accelerator can host up to 16 PEs

arranged in a 4× 4 matrix, as they would occupy 4 mm2 and

leave 2.54 mm2 (36.28%) for the remaining uncore logic.

The fetching logic can fetch up to 4 tiles from A, each one

broadcasting to a PE row, and 4 fromB, each one broadcasting

to a PE column.
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FIGURE 6. Block diagram of the MatMul accelerator.

Figure 7 shows the steps performed by the accelerator. For

simplicity, we show a 2 × 2 PE matrix. Five distinct phases

can be identified as follows:

Fetch (F) 4 tiles from matrix A are fetched from LM0 and

broadcasted to each row of PEs. At the same time, 4 tiles

from matrix B are fetched from LM1 and broadcasted to

each column of PEs.

Multiply (M) in each PE, the two tiles are multiplied

together.

Add (A) in each PE, the result tile extracted from the multi-

plication is added to an all-zero block at the first itera-

tion, and to the partial result of the PE in the following

iterations.

Accumulate (Ac) in each PE, the result tile extracted from

the addition is stored in an accumulator large enough to

hold one tile.

Store (S) in each PE, when the last tile from a row in A and

the last tile from a column in B are multiplied together

and added to the partial result in the accumulator, the

resulting C’s tile is available and is stored to LM2.

As depicted in Figure 7, some phases are independent and can

be safely overlapped in a pipeline. Considering the matrices

A, B, and C in the figure, the resulting pipeline will be as

follows:

F M A Ac

F M A Ac

F M A S

In order to operate the accelerator with our proposed inter-

face, the programmer needs to write the matrix dimensions in

the registers (TRL instructions), the matrix data in the local

memories (TGL instructions), and trigger the matrix mul-

tiplication operation (EXEC instruction). The accelerator’s

controller will take care of performing all the steps needed to

multiply the matrices together in the tiling fashion expressed

above and write the resulting matrix C to LM2. When done,

the programmer can read C from LM2 and copy it into the

main memory (TGS instruction).

Table 4 summarizes the accelerator configuration

parameters.

TABLE 4. Configuration parameters of the MatMul accelerator.

2) CRYPTO

Cryptography accelerator, which is called Crypto in this

paper, encrypts/decrypts a given message using NIST

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cipher [62]. The AES

algorithm involves dividing the input into 16-byte blocks,

represented as 4 × 4 byte matrices called state and applying

the encryption/decryption algorithm to each block separately.

According to the standard, there are three key lengths that can

be used: 128, 192, and 256 bits [62]. Commonly, the algo-

rithm is denoted as AES128, AES192, or AES256 depending

on the key-length.

The classic AES algorithm requires the execution of the

same sequence of operations for each round, with the number

of rounds being 10, 12, or 14, according to the key length

being 128, 192, or 256 bits, respectively. Since each round

needs its own key, the initial key is expanded into an array of

keys through the so-called KeyExpansion phase.

Then, for the encryption algorithm, the rounds are per-

formed as fixed sequences of operations involving byte

substitution (SubBytes), byte permutation (ShiftRows, Mix-

Columns), and byte-key XORring (AddRoundKey). The

decryption algorithm is similar, but the plain operations are

replaced with their inverses. In both cases, the final round

does not comprise MixColumns nor its inverse operation.

The accelerator implementation is based on the AES

Engine IP core by Xilinx [63], which provides some variants

of AES128, AES192, and AES256 ciphers. In our design,

shown in Figure 8, we add a controller, a DMA controller,

a small register file, and a global buffer alongside the AES

Engine. These components are used to communicate with the

AES Engine and orchestrate the cipher execution on it.

The global buffer is used to store both input (i.e., mes-

sage and initial key) and output data locally. The input is

retrieved from themainmemory and the output is stored in the

main memory, with the DMA controller managing the trans-

fers. The register file provides three registers to store data

addresses in the global buffer (i.e., message, initial key, and

output) and one to store the message length. The controller

is in charge of interpreting commands received as request

ACMs from the interconnect and execute the necessary oper-

ations related to them. It also orchestrates execution on the

AES engine by providing message blocks in a streaming

fashion, taking advantage of the pipelining capabilities of the

AES Engine [63].

In order to use the accelerator, a programmer needs to load

the message length into the size local register (TRL instruc-

tion), the initial key into the global buffer (TGL instruction),
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FIGURE 7. Highlight of a MatMul accelerator with a 2 × 2 PE matrix and its functioning.

TABLE 5. Configuration parameters of the Crypto accelerator.

and the message into the global buffer (TGL instruction).

Then, execution can be triggered (EXEC instruction) and,

when it completes, the result can be retrieved by reading from

the global buffer (TGS instruction).

Table 5 summarizes the accelerator configuration

parameters.

3) DisparityMap

A disparity map accelerator is used to compute the disparity

map of two stereo images (i.e., left image and right image).

Given a stereo image pair, a disparity map can be used to

reconstruct depth information about the scene represented in

the two images.

We simulate the disparity map accelerator described by

Ibarra-Manzano et al. in [64], where the authors discuss an

FPGA-based implementation. They use an algorithm based

on the correlation of census transforms [65] of input images.

FIGURE 8. Block diagram of the Crypto accelerator.

Initially, through arithmetic mean filter, input images

are smoothed to remove acquisition noise (Image pre-

processing). This process is carried out using a 3 × 3 pixels

window. In the next step, filtered images are processed by the

census transform unit, producing images in which each pixel

is represented as a binary string that encodes intensity with

respect to neighbor pixels (Census transformation). In this

case, a 7 × 7 window is used. Finally, census transforms are
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FIGURE 9. Block diagram of the Disparity accelerator.

TABLE 6. Configuration parameters of the DisparityMap accelerator.

used as input of census correlation unit, that is able to find dis-

parity measures (Census correlation). The maximal disparity

measure selected is 64. Each algorithm step is implemented

as a separate module in the accelerator.

The implemented accelerator has three 2 MiB local mem-

ories used to store input left image (left-LM), input right

image (right-LM), and processing output (out-LM). In addi-

tion, each module is equipped with memories used to save

temporary values during computation transparently. The total

amount of these memories is 104 Kib.

In order to use the disparity map accelerator, the pro-

grammer needs to write configuration parameters, such as

census transforms window dimension and input images

size, in accelerator registers (TRL instructions). Then, input

images must be loaded in the local memories (TGL intruc-

tions). Execution is triggered (EXEC instruction) and, after

processing, the result is retrieved from accelerator local mem-

ory and copied into main memory (TGS instruction).

Table 6 summarizes the accelerator configuration

parameters.

4) FFT

FFT accelerator is used to calculate the Fourier Transform of

an N-point array of IEEE-754 single precision complex num-

bers and its inverse, transforming it from time to frequency

domain (Eq. 2) and vice versa (Eq. 3). The transformed array

is an N-point array as well.

Xk =

N−1
∑

n=0

(xne
−i2πkn
N ) (2)

xn =
1

N

N−1
∑

k=0

(Xke
−i2πkn
N ) (3)

FIGURE 10. Block diagram of the FFT accelerator.

TABLE 7. Configuration parameters of the FFT accelerator.

We implement an FFT accelerator based on the accelerator

proposed in [66]. The algorithm used to address the trans-

formation is a modified version of the well-known Cooley-

Tukey algorithm [67], which uses matrix transposition in

order to better exploit memory access.

The accelerator includes two processing elements called

FFT-PEs. Each FFT-PE is composed by two butterfly units

and a 16 KiB dedicated dual port multi-banked memory.

FFT-PEs share a 4 MiB local memory used to store initial

input points and final transformed output. During computa-

tion, each FFT-PE fetches and saves intermediate data in that

memory.

The authors adopt a performance optimization technique

called hybrid twiddle factor generation. This technique uses

a ROM to store M twiddle factors, which are used by the

butterfly units. The higher order factors are generated by a

CORDIC-based [68] compensated twiddle factor generator,

to accommodate higher size FFT. Figure 10 shows the block

diagram of the implemented FFT accelerator.

Each FFT-PE can compute transform of at most 210 points.

It is possible to compute the FFT of up to 220 points by com-

bining the two FFT-PEs. In the latter case, the computation is

split into two smaller batches that are assigned to each FFT-

PE.

In order to use the accelerator, a programmer needs to

write the input array size in the dedicated register (TRL

instruction), send input data (TGL instruction), trigger the

execution (EXEC instruction) and, finally, retrieve output

data from accelerator local memory (TGS instruction).

Table 7 summarizes the accelerator configuration

parameters.

5) CNN

CNN accelerator is used to accelerate the convolu-

tion between a three-dimensional tensor (input) and a
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FIGURE 11. Block diagram of the CNN accelerator.

four-dimensional one (weight, filter or kernel), to produce

a three-dimensional output tensor. This operation is the heart

of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The tensor dimen-

sions are height (H), width (W), depth (C), and batch size (N).

The output is obtained multiplying elements of input and

weight through amultiply-and-accumulate operation, accord-

ing to Eq. 4. An activation function α (e.g., sigmoid, hyper-

bolic tangent, ReLU) is applied to each output element in

order to introduce non-linearity.

Oho,wo,co = α





Hf
∑

n=0

Wf
∑

m=0

Ci
∑

i=0

Iho+n,wo+m,i ∗ Fn,m,i,co



 (4)

We implement CNN accelerator based on Eyeriss [69]. The

computation is carried out by a 12× 14 matrix of processing

elements (PEs). Data is fetched from accelerator’s local mem-

ory to PEs and orchestrated by the internal controller accord-

ing to row-stationary dataflow (i.e., a particular dataflow that

allows to efficiently reuse both output and weight elements

during computation [69]). The accelerator has a 192 KiB

local memory (global buffer), used to store each type of

tensor involved in the convolution (input, weight, and output).

Figure 11 shows the block diagram of the CNN accelerator.

Hyperparameters for convolution operation, such as tensor

dimensions, are stored in the accelerator register file (TRL

instruction). Input, weight and, eventually, partial sums are

transferred from main memory to accelerator’s global buffer

(TGL instruction). After data loading, execution is triggered

(EXEC instruction) and an internal controller orchestrates

data movement according to a row-stationary dataflow.When

execution finishes, output data are retrieved from a dedicated

local memory and stored in main memory (TGS instruction).

It can happen that local memories are not big enough

to store tensors involved in the whole computation. In this

case, a tiled execution is mandatory. TRL, TGL, and TGS

instructions can be used accordingly to a tiling strategy to

move data from/to the accelerator.

Table 8 summarizes the accelerator configuration

parameters.

TABLE 8. Configuration parameters of the CNN accelerator.

B. COMPARISON

For each accelerator, we implement a benchmark where

the user code offloads one operation to the corresponding

accelerator. The nature of the offloaded operations can be

described as follows:

MatMul Multiplication between two square matrices;

Crypto Buffer ciphering through the AES128 algorithm;

DisparityMap Calculation of a single image disparity map;

FFT Fast-Fourier Transform of a vector of complex num-

bers;

CNN Convolution between a three-dimensional input tensor

and a four-dimensional filter tensor.

In the following, we study the performance achieved by the

benchmarks in correspondence of various workload sizes.

1) BASELINE LINUX DRIVER

We evaluate our proposal by comparing the performance

obtained with the IXIAM interfacing and that obtained with a

traditional reference interfacing.We implement the latter as a

Linux driver designed according to high-performance princi-

ples adopted in modern kernel modules such as UACCE [70]

and io_uring [71].

The driver is organized as a kernel module and a user-

space driver. The user-space driver wraps the communication

with the kernel module, giving a suitable interface to user-

processes. In the kernel module, two single-consumer single-

producer ring buffers are allocated for each user-process

opening the device file associated. One, the submission ring-

buffer, is used by a user-space process to enqueue commands

(producer) and by the kernel to retrieve them (consumer). The

other, the completion ring buffer, is used in a specular manner:

the kernel enqueues the outputs from executed commands

(producer) and the user-space process reads them (consumer).

These buffers are made available to the user-process through

memory mapping.

The core of the kernel module is a kernel thread that waits

in a waiting queue for commands to arrive. The notification to

wake the thread up comes from a ioctl system call andmust be

called from the user-space once one or more commands have

been enqueued in the submission ring buffer. Once the thread

wakes up, it cycles over the commands in the submission ring

buffer, executes them in sequence, and enqueues their outputs

in the completion ring buffer. The single-producer single-

consumer nature of the ring buffers is such that no synchro-

nization is necessary between user-process and kernel-thread:

each of them can safely write data in the ring buffer where

it acts as a producer and increment the index when done.

Also, no synchronization between different user-processes is
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FIGURE 12. Speedup of IXIAM-based vs driver-based matrix-matrix
multiplication on a MatMul accelerator, shown for eight workload sizes.
In the legend, TCPU, TIXIAM, and Tdriver refer to the execution time of a
CPU-only, IXIAM-based, and driver-based implementation, respectively
(lower is better).

necessary, since each user-process has its exclusive pair of

ring buffers.

2) BENCHMARKS

Figure 12 shows the speedup given by our proposal with

respect to a conventional driver-based interfacing (in the

following, just “speedup”) when accelerating amultiplication

between two square matrices of the same size on a MatMul

accelerator, in the case of eight different workloads. The

speedup decreases as the workload size increases, with the

maximum speedup amounting to 49.06× for a multiplication

between two 4 × 4 matrices. Up to 64 × 64 matrices the

speedup is still above 3× (3.36×), and it decreases down to

around 3% with 512 × 512 matrices.

In Figure 12, we identify three areas: in the first area,

in light orange, a CPU-based implementation achieves better

performance than both accelerated solutions (i.e., IXIAM and

driver-based); in the second area, in light green, an IXIAM

implementation surpasses a CPU-only one, but this is still

better performance-wise than a driver-based solution; in the

third area, in light purple, both accelerated solutions achieve

better performance than a CPU-only one, with IXIAM still

being preferable to a driver-based interfacing. Looking at

these areas, it is evident that our proposal enlarges the set of

workloads where an accelerated implementation is palatable

(second area, with 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 workloads). Even for

those that already benefit from acceleration (third area), the

speedup gain makes our proposal a more convenient solution

with respect to drivers (e.g., 10.09× for 32 × 32 matrices),

and even more with respect to CPU-only.

Figure 13 shows the speedup achieved by accelerating an

AES block cipher on a Crypto accelerator in the case of eight

workload sizes. Also in this case, the speedup decreases as

the workload size increases: from 78.71× with 16 bytes, it is

still more than 10× with 1 KiB workload, around 3.71×

with 4 KiB, down to circa 19% with 64 KiB, and it reaches

less than 4% from 256 KiB on.

FIGURE 13. Speedup of IXIAM-based vs driver-based AES ciphering on a
Crypto accelerator, shown for eight workload sizes. In the legend, TCPU,
TIXIAM, and Tdriver refer to the execution time of a CPU-only, IXIAM-based,
and driver-based implementation, respectively (lower is better).

FIGURE 14. Speedup of IXIAM-based vs driver-based FFT calculation on
an FFT accelerator, shown for nine workload sizes. In the legend, TCPU,
TIXIAM, and Tdriver refer to the execution time of a CPU-only, IXIAM-based,
and driver-based implementation, respectively (lower is better).

As for the comparison against a CPU-only solution, we use

the AES implementation provided by libcrypto, which is

shipped with OpenSSL 3.2.0 and includes highly tuned

RISC-V assembly source code [72], [73]. In this case, even

the smallest workload (16B) benefits from IXIAM-based

acceleration, as the absence of a light orange area testifies.

The driver-based acceleration, conversely, is faster than a

CPU-only implementation for workloads of 16 KiB and

higher. Also in this case, our proposal enlarges the set of

workloads that benefit from acceleration.

Figure 14 shows the achieved speedup of a Fast Fourier

Transform performed on nine workloads on the FFT acceler-

ator. Also in this case, we observe the speedup monotonically

decreasing as the workload size increases. With 4 complex

numbers, it amounts to 98.25×, and decreases down to 4×

with 1024 numbers. It stays above 3% up to 65536 elements

and drops below 1% for more than 262144 elements.

The CPU-only implementation is based on FFTW3 [74]

compiled for RISC-V. Its performance surpasses that achiev-

able with an IXIAM interfacing only in the case of the

smallest workload considered (4 complex numbers). With

16 and up to 1024 numbers, the workloads are in the light
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FIGURE 15. Speedup of IXIAM vs a driver-based disparity map calculation
on a DisparityMap accelerator, shown for three workload sizes.

green area, when an IXIAM-based interfacing is preferable

to a CPU-only solution, but a driver-based one is not. From

4096 complex numbers on, a CPU-only solution is not con-

venient anymore in terms of performance. Summing up, our

interfacing makes the acceleration of workloads in the range

16–1024 numbers convenient performance-wise.

In Figure 15, we show the speedup of a disparity map

calculation offloaded to the DisparityMap accelerator. Again,

it decreases monotonically in the three workloads considered:

38% for 192 × 144 images, 10% for 384 × 288 images,

and 3% for 640 × 480 images. In this case, we only test the

three workloads for which performance results are available

in the original paper describing the accelerator [64]. Although

the achieved speedups seem less than those achieved in the

two previous cases, it is due to the higher computation times

required even by the smallest of the workloads, which is

two and three orders of magnitude higher than the smallest

workload executed on the Crypto and MatMul accelerator,

respectively, as it emerges from Tables 4, 5, and 6.

We do not show the comparison against a CPU-only imple-

mentation in Figure 15, as the whole chart would be in a light

purple area. In fact, even the smallest workload is demanding

for a CPU, and thus even the driver-based implementation

achieves higher performance.

Figure 16 shows the speedup of a convolution calculation

between two tensors (i.e., a three-dimensional input and a

four-dimensional filter) performed on a CNN accelerator.

The workloads are characterized by the dimensions of the

tensors involved. These dimensions reflect those used in the

convolutional layers of three popular CNNs: LeNet-5 [75],

AlexNet [76], and ResNet [77]. The actual sizes of the tensors

are displayed in Table 9.

The results on the convolutional layers are in continuity

with those observed on other accelerators: the performance

advantage of an IXIAM interfacing is higher when the work-

load is small. In particular, we achieve better results on

LeNet-5 (at most, 4.34×), which is a smaller network with

respect to AlexNet and ResNet. On these, the performance

advantage is negligible (less than 1% on all the ten layers

TABLE 9. Tensor dimensions of the convolutional layers of LeNet-5,
AlexNet, and ResNet CNNs. We show stride (s), padding (p), height (H),
width (W), number of channels (C), and batch size (N).

considered). Also in this case, even the smallest workloads

are too onerous for a CPU-only implementation, and thus they

would all be placed in the light purple area – i.e., with lower

performance than both accelerated solutions.

Overall, the results shown so far on five different accel-

erators depict a similar scenario: the performance advantage

introduced by an IXIAM interfacing is more evident for small

and medium workloads than for bigger ones. By replacing

drivers with CPU instructions backed by an ad-hoc hardware

infrastructure, we allow faster communication between cores

and accelerators, but do not intervene on the accelerator-side

execution time. Its weight is higher for big workloads, and

thus the performance advantage we introduce gets diluted

accordingly, leading to smaller speedups that asymptotically

tend to 1. Small and medium workloads, conversely, present

very high speedups that are even close to two orders of

magnitude, in some cases. Historically, these workloads have

not been taken into consideration for acceleration because

the time needed to communicate with the accelerators and

move data dominates the total execution time, eliminating the

possible performance advantage that an accelerated execu-

tion would have provided. With an IXIAM interfacing, the

communication time is significantly reduced, to the point

that the set of workloads eligible for acceleration is enlarged

for each accelerator except CNN. In any case, CNN is no

different: we suppose that there could be a network with

a convolutional layer even smaller than those in LeNet-5

that would benefit from an IXIAM-based acceleration, but

not a driver-based one. Another consequence of this is that,

as accelerators improve and achieve higher and higher perfor-

mance, our proposal becomes more valuable, as the weight of

the accelerator-side execution reduces.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss some related work in which the

authors extend ISA for acceleration purposes.
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FIGURE 16. CNN accelerator. Speedup of IXIAM vs a driver-based interface. A plain convolution between two tensors is executed. The tensor dimensions
are those used in the convolutional layers of three popular CNNs: LeNet-5, AlexNet, and ResNet.

As we already specified in the Introduction, this work

extends our previous proposal, presented in [21]. In this

case, we define fine-grained transfer instructions that per-

mit addressing local memories directly, and also transfer

data from CPU registers to the accelerator, without the need

to access the main memory. This enlarges the set of sup-

ported accelerators, as two instructions in the current proposal

(TGL and TGS) can be easily interpreted as the TRANSFER

instruction from the previous work on accelerators that work

according to a fixed finite state machine – which were the

target of the previous paper. Moreover, we design a user-

space interrupt mechanism that may reduce the use cases for

synchronous instructions.

The work that, most of all, is close to ours in intentions is a

paper by Cong et al. [2], in which the authors aim at extend-

ing the ISA to control various on-chip hardware accelerators.

They propose a central entity, which is called Global Acceler-

ator Manager (GAM) to manage the communication between

accelerators and processor cores. They propose 4 instructions

to interact with the GAM and the accelerators, and 2 to

implement a lightweight interrupt mechanism.

With respect to our work, there are some fundamental

differences. The most important is the presence of the GAM,

which acts as a central manager for all the accelerators and all

the cores in the SoC – as such, it can be a bottleneck for the

whole system. Conversely, we aim to augment the hardware

support of the individual accelerators and avoid central mod-

ules. The GAM is designed to work in an “accelerator-rich”

SoC, and thus supports a mechanism of accelerator discovery

based on capabilities, while we address accelerators directly

by id, which can be more appropriate for the current genera-

tion of SoCs.

Another fundamental difference is the fact that the core

asking for accelerator availability needs to know in advance

how long the accelerator should be reserved for it. We prefer

to adopt a reserve-release mechanism with hardware (watch-

dog) or software (high-privilege reserve and release) support

to manage violations. In [2], it is not clear whether there are

system-wide policies to manage accelerator and processor

states in case of wrong estimations.

In [2], the work is delegated to the accelerator by stor-

ing a task description in memory and passing the memory

address to the accelerator. In this regard, we opt for a finer

grain control of the accelerators’ internal structures, like

local memories, and also support small data transfers directly

from/to host core registers to/from accelerator memory space.

We admit the possibility of using low-latency, dedicated

channels between accelerators and host cores (smaller latency

than going through the system memory hierarchy), which is

not mentioned [2].

As far as we know, [2] is the only work proposing an ISA

extension to target generic accelerators. Other notable works

propose ISA extensions as a way of letting the core communi-

cate with their particular accelerator. In the following, we list

some of the most recent solutions of this kind.

In [19], Nowatzki et al. propose Softbrain, a Coarse-

Grain Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) accelerator for stream-

dataflow applications. It can be integrated on an SoC, access-

ing the memory system either from the LLC or from the

DRAM. They design an ad-hoc ISA to control Softbrain

which includes 14 instructions, including instructions to read-

/write from/to input and output ports or local memory, load

the configuration from a given address, and some memory

barriers.

PROMISE [18] is an in-SRAM mixed-signal accelerator

for Machine Learning workloads. The authors identify the

main operations in Machine Learning and propose a com-

prehensive ISA to target them. They propose 48-bit VLIW

instructions that can specify up to 4 operations to be exe-

cuted in sequence. There are 18 operations that include dig-

ital and analog reads/writes, scalar distance calculations,

ADC, and threshold operations. They complete their proposal

with a compiler that translates high-level Julia code into a

PROMISE-oriented binary that leverages their ISA.

In [20], Jain et al. design an accelerator based on in-

memory computing with Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic

RAM (STT-MRAM). In order to achieve integration with a

general-purpose system, they propose architectural modifi-

cations to on-chip buses and an extension for the ISA. Their

instructions act on pairs of address lines and address simple

logical and arithmetic operations like XOR, NOT, AND, and

ADD.

Fritzmann et al. propose RISQ-V to accelerate lattice

post-quantum cryptography [15]. Since post-quantum
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cryptography requires mathematical elements and operations

which are usually not easy to implement on standard pro-

cessors, they propose an enhanced RISC-V architecture that

integrates a set of powerful tightly coupled accelerators. They

extend theRISC-V ISAwith 29 new instructions to efficiently

perform the needed operations.

In [78], Rao et al. design IntersectX, an accelerator for

pattern enumeration with stream instruction set extension

and architectural support. The proposed ISA extension is

considered a natural extension to the traditional instructions

that operate on scalar values. IntersectX architecture is com-

posed of: a table to record the mapping between stream

ID and stream register; a streaming cache that enables effi-

cient stream data movements; a unit that implements sparse

value computations; and the nested intersection translator

that generates micro-operation sequences for implementing

nested intersections. To employ all these steps in the proposed

architecture for graph pattern mining by Intersect accelerator,

11 instructions in x86 are proposed as stream ISA extension.

Saarinen extend RISC-V ISA for Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES) and SM4 block ciphers [79]. They propose

sixteen instructions to implement an AES round, reducing the

number of instructions down from 80. In their paper, RISC-V

extensions are used to protect against cache timing side-

channel attacks and eliminate slow, secret-dependent table

lookups.

In [80], Amor et al. define a RISC-V ISA (RV32IM)

extension for ultra-low power software-defined wireless IoT

transceivers. The authors add 14 custom instructions tai-

lored to the needs of 8/16/32-bit integer complex arithmetic

typically required by quadrature modulations. The proposed

extension instructions are designed to have a near-zero energy

cost.

Arrow is a configurable hardware accelerator architecture

that implements a subset of the RISC-V v0.9 vector ISA

extension aimed at edge machine learning inference [81].

It is a kind of co-processor, which executes a suite of vector

and matrix benchmarks fundamental to machine learning

inference.

In [82], Albicocchi proposes a way to accelerate a post-

quantum algorithm called Kyber and Dilithium. He chooses

to embed lighter and more specific hardware accelerators

directly in the core architecture to eliminate the overhead of

communication and area. In order to use the hardware inside

the core pipeline, he designs new RISC-V instructions to

drive the accelerators. He extends the RISC-V ISA with three

new instructions, which let the programmer use the hardware

accelerators directly from the software layer.

In [83], Paulin et al. introduce RISC-V instruction exten-

sions coupled with software optimizations for maximizing

the throughput of a radio resource management that is crit-

ical in 5G mobile communications. Their radio resource

management algorithm is based on models that use multi-

layer perceptrons and recurrent neural networks. They extend

the ISA by adding two new single-cycle HW instructions

implemented as linear function approximations within cer-

tain intervals. They introduce another new instruction that

combines the other two, which is capable of loading data and

calculating the 16-bit packed SIMD sum-dot-product.

In [84], Manor et al. propose an ISA extension to sup-

port floating-point Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer

(CORDIC), which is a dedicated low-power accelerator for

mathematical functions used inNeural Network oriented non-

linear equations. They propose a DMA-based ISA extension

approach to perform repeated array calculations, offering

speedup over software implementations.

All these works propose extensions deeply tailored to

address a single accelerator. We think that such an approach

has the impossibility of scaling as its biggest downside. The

adoption of more of these solutions on one SoC would lead

to ISA bloat, increasing power consumption and complexity

of the decoding phase proportionally with the number of

supported accelerators.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented IXIAM, a SoC-oriented HW-SW

framework to control a wide variety of integrated accelerators

directly from the CPU cores. It features a set of additional

RISC-V instructions and a limited hardware infrastructure

to support instruction execution, both on the core-side and

accelerator-side. These instructions allow users to reserve/re-

lease accelerators, transfer data to/from their local memories,

delegate execution, and query state. The instruction execu-

tion causes message exchange on the dedicated interconnect

between cores and accelerators. We described also a user-

space interrupt mechanism, which needs an ad-hoc module

on the SoC to support it, to signal accelerator-side events to

the cores without relying on the OS interrupt mechanism.

We analyzed some other aspects related to our proposal,

showing that:

• memory coherency between cores and accelerators can

be achieved in various ways, as IXIAM does not limit

the choice;

• data consistency can be achieved by relying on a sim-

ple fence instruction on the core and adding another

instruction (AFENCE) that constitutes a fence on the

accelerator;

• a watchdog can be added to the system to protect against

malevolent use and cleanup in case the accelerator’s

owning process dies without releasing;

• more sophisticated arbitration mechanisms can be

achieved by elevating RESERVE and RELEASE privi-

lege levels, implementing custom logic in ad-hoc system

calls.

Then, we showed the performance achieved by an IXIAM-

based interfacing with respect to a canonical driver-based

one in the case of five different accelerators – i.e., Mat-

Mul, Crypto, DisparityMap, FFT, and CNN. We showed that

IXIAM improves performance dramatically with respect to

drivers in the case of small to medium workloads, thanks to
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the reduced interfacing costs. For those workloads, a CPU-

only implementation is generally preferred to an accelerated

one, as the communication dominates over computation.

However, with an IXIAM interfacing, acceleration becomes

a viable solution for many workloads, as one can have

the advantages of acceleration (i.e., smaller computation

time) without the disadvantages of a driver-based interfacing

(i.e., high communication latencies). For bigger workloads,

we showed that our proposal does not hamper performance,

offering speedups that tend to 1× asymptotically.

As future work, we plan to investigate NoC design in order

to better determine the topology and the characteristics that

better suit IXIAM. Moreover, we plan to investigate more

sophisticated mechanisms to achieve data consistency, like

those listed in Subsection III-B.

Finally, we plan to extend the span of this work addressing

also the additional requirements of programmable accelera-

tors, which can execute binary kernels sent from the cores,

like in GPUs.
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